Local spin fluctuations in magnetic insulators at high temperature spread rather slowly and persist over appreciable times and distances only if a conservation law prohibits them from decaying [I] . The transport of spin fluctuations is then governed by a diffusive process, which is directly observable by dynamical experiments on insulating magnetic compounds [2] . This paper reports an approach to computer simulations for the determination of time-dependent correlation functions of classical spin systems which differs from methods previously employed [2, 31. It is taylored to situations where the coherence length is small or, in fact, zero. The focus here is on spin-autocorrelation functions Go (t) ( S j (t) .Sj (0)) at T = co fpr the classical Heisenberg model H = -J C s i . s j (1)
with nearest-neighbor coupling. The variables S j are classical 3-component unit vectors on a &dimensional hypercubic lattice with periodic boundary conditions. The classical spin dynamics is specified by the equations of motion sj = -S j x OH/OSj.
(2)
For the numerical,determination of the infinitetemperature autocorrelation function, choose the lo th set of initial conditions {sI*)} at random and integrate the equations of motion (2) numerically over some time interval [4] . Co (t) is then evaluated as an average of S j (t) .s{" over all N lattice sites and over K randomly chosen initial spin configurations. Results which are meaningful for the infinite system can then be obtained by choosing both N and K sufficiently large. In view of the fact that the transport of spin fluctuations is slow at high temperatures, the most efficient and accurate method is first to reduce the statistical fluctuations by extensive ensemble averaging and then to eliminate finite-size effects by analyzing precise data systematically for increasing N. Results if such a simulation are displayed in figure 1. The three curves which are decorated by full symbols represent the autocorrelation functions Co (t) at T = co of the ld, 2d
and 3d Heisenberg models on lattices of size I? = 50 (Id), N = 20 x 20 (Zd, square lattice) and N = 8 x 8 x 8 (3d, simple cubic lattice), respectively. The time axis -Spin-autocorrelation function Co (t) = (Sj ( t ) .Sj) at T = m of the classical equivalent-neighbor Heisenberg model. The curves for N = 2 and N = oo represent exact analytic results. The remaining curves rep resent ensemble averages over K = 250000 ( N = 4), K = 216140 (N = 6), and K = 133151 ( N =: 10) random initid conditions. the thermodynamic limit, they are wiped out completely, a result dictated by the central-limit theorem. The exact expression for N -+ oo reads Now Co (t) approaches its long-time asymptotic value in the form of a Gaussian, much morce rapidly than for finite N. Expression (4) is also shown in figure 2.
